
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

TCGRx ANNOUNCES RELEASE OF NEW PHARMACY FIXTURES LINE 
New HDStock™ optimizes space and improves workflow efficiency.

Powers Lake, Wisconsin, December 7, 2015 —   
TCGRx (The Chudy Group LLC), the industry-leading supplier 
of pharmacy automation and workflow, announced at the  
American Society of Health-System Pharmacists (ASHP)  
Midyear Clinical Meeting and Exhibition in new Orleans,  
the launch of HDStock, a complete line of high-density  
pharmacy fixtures.   

The market is constantly driving all pharmacy operators to invent  
new ways of doing business to stay competitive and profitable.  
TCGRx is known for being an innovator that continues to develop  
solutions for today’s most urgent pharmacy issues. Duane Chudy, CEO 
of TCGRx said, “We have been designing pharmacies and integrating 
automation for years. We have worked with a premier product to  
accomplish designs, workflow and return on investment, and are now  
making this fixture line available for the general pharmacy market.”

HDStock (High-Density) is a product that reduces a pharmacy’s medication storage footprint up to 50%, opening up 
space to implement patient consultative services, vaccination rooms, or expand retail areas, leading to more profit without 
expanding an existing floor plan. Inpatient pharmacies as well as retail pharmacies benefit from reduced walk time to fill 
scripts and to stock items.

With six different fixtures, HDStock addresses the unique layouts and workflows for every type of pharmacy. These fixtures 
include high-density cabinets that can store up to 1,100 items in less than 11 square feet, workstations, shelving and 
carousels that allow multiple techs to fill prescriptions simultaneously. As a result of space limitations in their New Berlin 
location, Skywalk Pharmacy employed the services of TCGRx to optimize their pharmacy workflow using HDStock. 
Julie Gall, Administrative Manager of Skywalk complimented, “Our efficiency has definitely improved due to the enhanced 
workflow afforded by the TCGRx HDStock system.” Without HDStock, Skywalk would have required relocation to a larger 
space, and would still have longer fill times.

HDStock comes in many configurations, to fit any size pharmacy, and is expandable to fit a pharmacy business’ growing 
needs. Fixtures can also be customized with colors and finishes to match the look and design of an existing pharmacy.

TCGRx will be previewing HDStock at the ASHP Exhibition in new Orleans beginning December 7, booth #2039.

About TCGRx 
TCGRx is a leading supplier of pharmacy automation, offering scalable solutions that range from simple packaging 
technology to enterprise-wide perpetual inventory management. TCGRx solutions are specifically designed to make 
pharmacies and their processes more efficient. The company provides comprehensive pharmacy automation, including 
design and consultation services, to offer inpatient, outpatient and long-term care pharmacies a fully featured, integrated 
solution. With a strong presence in pharmacy markets throughout the U.S. and Canada, TCGRx is headquartered in Powers 
Lake, WI. For additional information, visit www.TCGRx.com, or contact us at 262.279.5307.

HDStock™ provides space savings and  

clean, modern organization


